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THE EVIDENCE LIBRARY SOLUTION
Every day, the amount of digital evidence collected
by your agency increases. Your officers’ time and
resources to process all of this evidence does not.
Captured by a variety of sources, such as body-worn
and in-car cameras, video evidence not only needs
to be uploaded and stored, but also managed and
shared. You need a streamlined solution that can get
the job done.
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Evidence Library is a powerful device and video
evidence management system.
Its ability to scale to support thousands of simultaneous
users, makes it ideal for small to large law enforcement
agencies. Finding, managing and sharing digital evidence
is easy for the most inexperienced user with its intuitive
user interface. Its wide range of customizable options and
user permissions makes it flexible and secure.
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GET THE
MOST OUT
OF YOUR
DEVICES
Evidence Library helps you to
easily manage, configure and
deploy your in-car and body-worn
cameras — enabling your officers
to focus on their jobs instead of on
the tools they need.

KEEP TRACK OF
YOUR DEVICES
Whether your agency is large or small, keeping
track of devices is important for governance
purposes and because they are an investment.
Evidence Library enables you to view all of your
agency’s devices, so you know who has which
camera allocated to them.

CONFIGURE DEVICES
TO MEET YOUR NEEDS
Get the most out of your investment by
configuring your devices. Evidence Library
remembers individual preference settings such
as volume level, screen brightness and camera
aim, and applies them to future device check
outs for that officer. A variety of settings within
Evidence Library also enable you to configure
devices to operate in alignment with your
agency’s policies and procedures.

ALLOCATE DEVICES
Easily deploy body-worn cameras with
Evidence Library’s Rapid Check-out Kiosk.
Cameras can be pooled between officers, so
agencies may purchase fewer cameras than
they have officers. A camera can be returned
at the end of one shift, electronically
reassigned and immediately checked out
with a spare battery pack to another officer
who is starting the very next shift.
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MANAGE EVIDENCE YOUR WAY
STREAMLINE YOUR WORKFLOW FROM VIDEO CAPTURE TO COURT CASE

AUTOMATIC VIDEO UPLOAD

SYNCHRONIZED PLAYBACK

Driving out of the way to upload recorded video at an office is expensive and
unproductive. Keep patrol officers on the road with automatic, encrypted video
uploads from in-car systems or WiFi-enabled body cameras direct to Evidence
Library in the cloud or on-premise via cellular networks like LTE and FirstNet.

Evidence Library automatically links video and audio captured by the
integrated WatchGuard in-car and body camera system on scene, and then
synchronizes playback so recorded video and audio from multiple devices can
be seen and heard simultaneously.

DVD EXPORTS FOR COURT

SCHEDULED CLEAN UP

Directly export video evidence to a DVD burner when court systems or
attorneys require physical media for playback.

Schedule the automatic movement, archival or purge of events daily,
weekly or monthly based on retention rules you configure in the system.

SIMPLIFY YOUR SYSTEM MANAGEMENT & SECURITY
SEARCHABLE AUDIT LOG

CUSTOMIZABLE PERMISSIONS

Quickly find the data you’re seeking using audit log filters such as
import export, playback, download, share modify and archive dates.

Easily set-up security groups and assign users and permissions you
customize to control access to data devices and system capabilities.

INSTALLATION SERVICES

TRAINING & SUPPORT

Ensure peak system performance with our site and remote installations
services, such as project management, installation, configuration,
inspection and testing.

Maximize operational efficiency with on-site and online training of officers
and system administrators. When you need technical support, our certified
engineers use the right escalation procedures to bring you a prompt resolution.
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CONNECT DIGITAL EVIDENCE ACROSS
THE PUBLIC SAFETY WORKFLOW
Major shifts in the information technology landscape over the years have made the collection and analysis
of digital evidence increasingly important for solving crimes. This requires a comprehensive view of all case
digital evidence, from a variety of sources across the public safety workflow.

PLUG INTO AN END-TO-END
SOLUTION
Motorola Solutions CommandCentral is the most integrated public safety
end-to-end software suite. Powered by an ecosystem that unifies voice,
video, data and analytics, it ensures that information moves faster,
operations are more effective and responders are safer. From call to case
closure, our suite is transforming public safety with a focus on evolution,
not revolution, in order to help you digitally transform your operations.

REVIEW ALL CASE DIGITAL
EVIDENCE IN ONE PLACE
CommandCentral Vault aggregates and intelligently organizes all of your
agency’s digital content in one place — simplifying content management
and streamlining workflows. The CommandCentral Vault Connector
provides Evidence Library customers with access to CommandCentral.
By pushing your Evidence Library media into CommandCentral Vault, you
can take advantage of true, end-to-end digital evidence management
functionality, including: robust, native redaction, case management and
secure, centralized evidence sharing.
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KNOCK DOWN DIGITAL EVIDENCE DATA SILOS
As important as it is to have the right video policing solutions in place, it’s just as critical to have the digital evidence management tools to streamline the
collection, capture, management and sharing of your data.

CAPTURE EVIDENCE
WITH YOUR
SMARTPHONE
Securely capture video,
images and audio onscene using an Android
or iOS device with
CommandCentral Capture.

COLLECT EVIDENCE
FROM YOUR CITIZENS

CONTROL YOUR
ENTIRE VIDEO SYSTEM

Quickly gather evidence
using case-specific,
agency-generated links
with CommandCentral
Community.

Easily configure cameras,
provision users, define
permissions and
maintain audit logs with
EvidenceLibrary.com.

UNIFY YOUR
EVIDENCE
MANAGEMENT

SIMPLIFY YOUR
EVIDENCE SHARING

Intelligently organize,
redact and audit all of your
agency’s digital evidence
from one place with
CommandCentral Vault.

Seamlessly view and
share all case-related
information from one,
streamlined interface with
CommandCentral Records.

COMMANDCENTRAL
The industry’s most integrated public safety software suite from call to case closure.
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Post-Incident Resolution
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For more information about Evidence Library, visit
motorolasolutions.com/evidence-library
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